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Abstract—To limit the peak power consumption of a cluster,
a centralized power capping system typically assigns power
caps to the individual servers, which are then enforced using
local capping controllers. Consequently, the performance and
throughput of the servers are affected, and the runtime of
jobs is extended as a result. We observe that servers in big
data processing clusters often execute big data applications that
have different tolerance for approximate results. To mitigate the
impact of power capping, we propose a new power-Capping
aware resource manager for Approximate Big data processing
(CAB) that takes into consideration the minimum Quality-of-
Result (QoR) of the jobs. We use industry-standard feedback
power capping controllers to enforce a power cap quickly, while,
simultaneously modifying the resource allocations to various
jobs based on their progress rate, target minimum QoR, and
the power cap such that the impact of capping on runtime is
minimized. Based on the applied cap and the progress rates of
jobs, CAB dynamically allocates the computing resources (i.e.,
number of cores and memory) to the jobs to mitigate the impact
of capping on the finish time. We implement CAB in Hadoop-
2.7.3 and evaluate its improvement over other methods on a
state-of-the-art 28-core Xeon server. We demonstrate that CAB
minimizes the impact of power capping on runtime by up to
39.4% while meeting the minimum QoR constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power is an important shared resource for large-scale clus-
ters and data centers [9], [4], [1]. During the past decade, a
large body of work has been done on power management and
peak power capping for clusters [11], [5], [10], [3]. Given the
fact that servers generally operate at low utilization, power
is usually over-subscribed in clusters to improve the cost
efficiency. Power provisioning units connect more servers than
their designed capacity. Power capping techniques aim to avoid
the capacity violation in case the servers consume more power
than the available capacity [10], [3]. Power capping system
assigns individual power caps to the servers to prevent total
power violation. As a result, the runtime of jobs hosted on
capped servers can increase subsequently.

Companies and institutions maintain their private clusters
for big data processing mainly due to preserve the data
security. Private clusters process various types of big data jobs.
Some of these jobs are periodically executed to extract in-
formation from data. These jobs are intrinsically approximate
and approximation techniques can be applied to optimize their
runtime. For example, Figure 1 shows the accuracy (QoR) of
various approximation degrees for five selected big data jobs
running on the Hadoop framework. Here we use the fraction
of executed tasks of a job as the approximation knob. The
QoR of jobs with different fraction of completed tasks are
quantified by comparing the magnitude of partial results to
the magnitude of final results when all tasks are completed.
Some jobs quickly achieve decent QoR while only completing
a small fraction of tasks. Many of the jobs in private clusters
are recurrent and can be characterized based on historical data.

System administrators can accordingly identify the QoR as a
function of the fraction of executed tasks.

Considering the QoR variety illustrated in Figure 1, there is
a potential opportunity to reallocate the computing resources
among jobs to minimize the impact of capping on runtime
at the expense of acceptable reduction in QoR. In this paper,
We propose CAB for power-Capping aware resource manager
for Approximate Big data processing (https://github.com/scale-
lab/CAB). CAB is a dynamic resource management system
that leverages approximation techniques to reduce the impact
of power capping on runtime of big data jobs, while meeting
minimum QoR constraints. CAB is fully implemented in
Hadoop-2.7.3. Our contributions are as follows.
• We devise a method to approximate big data jobs during

runtime by dynamically adjusting their number of tasks. In
conjunction, we devise a multiple queuing scheme to sort
jobs with different QoR sensitivities, where sensitivity is
defined as the fraction of tasks that are guaranteed to be
executed to meet a minimum QoR. Jobs are then submitted
to the appropriate queue based on their minimum QoR
requirements.

• We propose a resource management system that optimizes
the allocation of resources dynamically depending on the
applied power caps. CAB incorporates a novel power-aware
auto-regressive estimation filter that uses job progress rate,
i.e., tasks completed per second, and applied power caps to
estimate the expected finish time. CAB then uses an opti-
mization methodology to reallocate the computing resources
(i.e., CPU cores and memory) among the jobs, such that the
impact of power capping on runtime is minimized and the
QoR constraints are met within the power cap.

• We implement CAB in Hadoop-2.7.3 and deploy it on a 28-
core Xeon server with an industry-standard power cap con-
troller. We evaluate CAB using various Hadoop benchmarks
and power caps. Comparing against previous works that
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Fig. 1. The accuracy of partial results obtained from different progress for
five big data jobs.



used approximation techniques (e.g., ApproxHadoop [6]),
we show that CAB reduces the impact of power capping
on runtime by up to 10.7%.
Compared to previous works that used approximation tech-

niques to trade-off execution time at the expense of small
amounts of inaccuracies [6], [7], [8], this work has important
distinctions. Previous approaches considered a baseline static
runtime; in our approach, the baseline runtime is a function
of the applied power cap. Furthermore, we consider an en-
vironment where multiple jobs are running simultaneously,
whereas prior works focused on trading-off accuracy and
runtime of a single job [8]. Our approximation technique is
applied dynamically depending on the applied power caps.
The approximation degree is thus adaptive to the status of the
system. Prior works consider static approximation techniques,
where the approximation degree is decided statically at job
launch time [6].

II. METHODOLOGY

Our methodology, CAB, is implemented on a Hadoop server,
where computing resources are discretized in form of con-
tainers. Each container is configured with equal number of
CPU cores and equal amount of memory. To sort jobs by their
approximation tolerance, multiple job queues are created, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Queues have different QoR sensitivities
from high to low, where the sensitivity of a queue is the min-
imum fraction of tasks that is guaranteed to be completed for
a job submitted to the queue. For example, a high-sensitivity
queue with 90%-task guarantee will always complete at least
90% of all tasks from a job that is submitted to it. In addition
to queues, CAB consists of three main components: CAB-
estimator, CAB-allocator and CAB-controller. Given the input
power cap and progress rates of the jobs in the system, CAB-
estimator estimates the expected runtimes of the jobs. It then
gives them to the CAB-allocator which allocates the resources,
in form of containers, to the queues so as to minimize the
impact of capping on runtime while meeting the minimum
required QoR for the jobs. The allocation results together with
the target number of tasks for each job are then enforced using
the CAB-controller.
CAB-estimator. To estimate the finish time of jobs, we
first define the progress rate of job i, vi, as the number of
completed tasks of job i per second. An applied power cap
decreases the frequency and voltage of CPU and subsequently
reduces the progress rate of jobs. For large big data processing
systems, it is not practical to train prediction models for
every job under various power caps. Additionally, multiple co-
running jobs on the same server introduce resource contention,
which can lead to discrepancies against a priori model.
Instead, we propose a novel power-aware and resource-aware
auto-regressive filter on the latest n progress rate samples to
estimate runtime directly during execution.

At each sampling interval, CAB-estimator measures the
progress rate for each job by dividing the number of completed
tasks within an interval of time by the interval’s period. Let
ci[k] be the number of containers allocated to job i at time k
and p[k] be the power cap at time k. Given the past progress
rates, vi[·], the estimated progress rate v̂i[k] of job i can be
written as a function of resource allocation under the current
power cap:

v̂i[k](ci[k]) =
∑n

j=1 ϕj
p[k]

p[k−j]
ci[k]

ci[k−j]vi[k − j], (1)
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Fig. 2. An overview of CAB.

where ϕ denotes the weight for each of the previous n samples
and

∑
j ϕj = 1. In the simplest case, ϕj = 1/n. Note the auto

regressive filter scales the history of samples by the ratios of
current and past power caps and resource allocations.

Let ti indicate the total number of tasks and ti[k] stand for
number of executed tasks until time k. For each job i, the finish
time estimate, di[k], is equal to the current runtime of the job,
ri[k], plus the number of remaining tasks to be completed,
ti − ti[k], divided by the estimated progress rate, v̂i[k]; i.e.,

di[k](ci[k]) = ri[k] +
ti−ti[k]

v̂i[k](ci[k])
. (2)

The estimate of the finish times for all jobs are continuously
computed and sent to CAB-allocator for optimization. Note
that the estimated finish time is a function of the allocated
resources, ci[k], at time k which is determined by the resource
allocator.
CAB-allocator. In the absence of power caps, the finish time
estimation of a job will be calculated by CAB-estimator and
kept as the target runtime Di if power caps are applied. When
a power cap is applied, CAB-allocator will try to optimize the
runtime of job i to match Di by applying approximation and
rearranging the container allocation to minimize the runtime
stretch, while meeting the minimum QoR requirement of the
corresponding job queues.

Our objective is to minimize the runtime stretch from the
expected finish time target Di of each job i, while adding no
benefit for early completion. We define the objective function
as the sum of the runtime increase of the jobs normalized to
their expected remaining runtime, under the constraint that the
minimum number of tasks that is guaranteed by the queue has
to be completed. The proposed heuristic (see Figure 3) tries to
allocate the resources to each job proportionally to the ratio of
its estimated runtime stretch to total runtime stretch of all the
jobs. Using this proportional allocation method, CAB assures
that distribution of runtime stretch among the jobs would be
fair. The jobs that suffer from power cap more than others,
receive more containers to conquer its detrimental impact on
their runtime. Hence, the resource share of each job can be
calculated by (3).

ci[k + 1] = cmax di[k]/Di∑
i di[k]/Di

(3)

CAB-controller. The controller receives approximation de-
gree, i.e., number of tasks ti, computed by CAB-allocator.
The Hadoop MapReduce job method computeProgress()
is accessed periodically by CAB-controller to evaluate the
progress of each job. At each control epoch, only the jobs that
have exceeded their expected runtime Di are considered. For
each of these jobs, if the number of completed tasks meet or
exceed ti then CAB-controller drops the rest of the map tasks
and returns the approximate results. If the minimum number
of tasks has not been completed yet, the controller allows jobs
to continue despite the runtime violation. CAB-controller also



Procedure: CAB-allocator algorithm
Input: estimated finish time of each job di[k],
total number of containers cmax,
expected finish time of each job Di,
approximation range of each job [Tmin

i , Tmax
i ]

Output: container allocation ci[k + 1];
number of tasks to finish ti.

1. Set ti = Tmin
i

2. For each job i
3. ci[k + 1] = cmax di[k]/Di∑

i di[k]/Di

4. Update di from CAB-estimator
5. While di[k]

Di
< 1− ε and ti < Tmax

i :
6. Increment ti
7. ci[k + 1] = cmax di[k]/Di∑

i di[k]/Di

8. Update di from CAB-estimator

Fig. 3. CAB-allocator algorithm.

receives the containers allocation, ci, for each job queue. To
set the maximum resource share of each queue from total
resources, we implement a function setMaxShare() in
Hadoop’s fair scheduler. Using this function, we can adjust
the maximum number of containers for each queue.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
We run our experiments on a server with dual-socket Xeon

E5-2680 v4 processors, equipped with a total of 28 cores
running at 2.4 GHz. The server has 128 GB of DDR4 memory
and consumes 350W at maximum load. Ubuntu Server 14.04
with kernel 4.4 is installed on the server with the stock
gcc 4.8 and Java 1.7. The server is equipped with Intelli-
gent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) version 2. We
use five representative applications from PUMA benchmark
suite [2] and some of the Hadoop 2 examples. The five
benchmarks are: Pi-Estimator, Top-N, Word-Mean,
Histogram-Movies, and Word-Count. We developed a
feedback-based power controller that periodically reads the
total AC power using the IPMI interface and adjusts the power
cap accordingly using the Intel RAPL controller until the total
server power cap is met. The length of sampling window
in CAB-estimator is set to five seconds. We evaluated the
performance of CAB against three other methods explained
as follow:
• Uncapped Finish Time: It is the execution time of workloads

without any power cap and determines the lower bound of
execution time. It processes all the tasks of each job to obtain
100% accurate results. We normalized all the runtime results
against the Uncapped Finish Time.

• Capped Finish Time: It is execution time of workloads under
different power caps. It gives the upper bound of execution
time of workloads. It also obtains 100% accuracy.

• Modified ApproxHadoop: It is a modified version of Approx-
Hadoop [6]. ApproxHadoop terminates a job after processing
the minimum required number of tasks from the job. The
modified version behaves the same as ApproxHadoop when
the execution time is already greater than the Uncapped
Finish Time; however, when the Uncapped Finish Time has
not been reached yet, it continues executing tasks until the
Uncapped Finish Time is reached. In this way, it can obtain

TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF JOBS IN WORKLOAD SETS AND THE SUBMISSION

QUEUE BASED ON THE TARGET QOR ACCURACY.

QoR-based Queue Mapping
Workload Set 95% Acc 90% Acc 85% Acc 80% Acc
Pi-Estimator Queue 1 Queue 1 Queue 1 Queue 1

#1 Top-N Queue 1 Queue 2 Queue 3 Queue 3
Word-Mean Queue 3 Queue 3 Queue 3 Queue 3
Word-Count Queue 1 Queue 1 Queue 2 Queue 2

#2 Top-N Queue 1 Queue 1 Queue 3 Queue 3
Hist-Movies Queue 3 Queue 3 Queue 3 Queue 3
Pi-Estimator Queue 1 Queue 1 Queue 1 Queue 1

#3 Word-Count Queue 1 Queue 1 Queue 2 Queue 2
Top-N Queue 1 Queue 2 Queue 3 Queue 3

QoR more than the minimum one if there is time and
resources.

B. CAB with power capping
To compare the performance of CAB against other methods,

we implement several experiments with three job queues.
The queues guarantee the execution of 100% of tasks (high-
sensitivity queue), 75% of tasks (mid-sensitivity queue), and
50% of tasks (low-sensitivity queue) respectively. We consider
three workload sets, each consisting of three benchmark jobs
as given in the first column of Table I. In our experiments,
we explore four different QoR accuracies: 80%, 85%, 90%,
and 95%, where a QoR target for a workload ensures that all
jobs of the workload meet the target QoR at a minimum. Each
job should execute a minimum number of tasks determined by
offline profiling, as given earlier in Figure 1, to meet its QoR
constraint, and hence, jobs should be submitted to the proper
queue that guarantees execution of the minimum number of
tasks. As Table I shows, the distribution of the queues changes
for different QoR requirements. As an example, the Top-N
benchmark in the workload set 1 is submitted to Queue 1 for
a QoR of 95%, Queue 2 for a QoR of 90%, and Queue 3 for
lower QoR targets.

In the first set of experiments, we consider three different
power caps: 250W, 200W, and 175W to demonstrate the
performance of CAB compared to the other methods. In all
experiments, power cap is the only changed parameter and
all the job and queue specifications are the same. In these
experiments, the power cap is fixed and applied throughout
the execution of experiments. The normalized runtime of
each approach with respect to Uncapped Finish Time are
shown in Figure 4 for first two workload sets under different
power caps and QoR requirements. The results demonstrate
that CAB mitigates the influence of applied power cap on
runtime (Capped Finish Time) and reduce it by up to 39.4%
(19.18% on average). CAB also outperforms the Modified
ApproxHadoop by up to 10.7% (5.26% on average).

The performance improvements of CAB is a function of
the importance of resource allocation which depends on the
applied power cap. The maximum improvement is reached
when the power cap is moderate (e.g., 200 W). In this case,
resource reallocation component of CAB has a significant role,
thus, CAB has the maximum improvements compared to the
Modified ApproxHadoop. CAB’s performance improvements
decreases when the power cap is too relaxed or too tight.
In the case of relaxed power cap (e.g. 250 W), the default
allocated resources (equal share) is enough for jobs to either
meet the Uncapped Finish Time or exceed it slightly. In the
case of tight power cap (e.g. 175 W), the available resources
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Uncapped Finish Time approach for achieving desired accuracy under different
power caps.

are not enough for CAB to improve the execution time. Only
for Workload set 2 at power 175 W and QoR 95% and 90%,
Modified ApproxHadoop performs insignificantly better than
CAB because of small errors in finish time estimation.

In the second experiment, we illustrate the operation of
CAB as the applied power caps change dynamically during
the time. We use Workload set 3 in this experiment. Using
a target QoR of 85% for illustration, Figure 5 provides the
details of how CAB manages the resources (i.e., core-based
containers) among the queues as the power cap changes
dynamically. At the beginning, all three queues start with
equal amount of resources and CAB starts estimating the finish
time of the jobs. After the appropriate sampling window, CAB
reallocates the resource shares among the job queues based on
current progress rate of jobs, their minimum required tasks,
and current power cap. Since the job submitted to Queue
1 (Pi-Estimator) should finish all its tasks successfully,
CAB gives the most amount of resources to this queue,
and when the power cap becomes tight, it gives even more
resources to it to compensate for the impact of the power cap
on the progress rate of the job. CAB allocates less resources to
Queue 2 since this queue is less sensitive, but still more than
Queue 3. Finally, since Queue 3 is the least sensitive one and
its progress rate is more than what it needs to reach minimum
QoR without runtime stretch, CAB gives the least amount
of resources to this queue. Upon completion of a job, CAB
distributes the resources of its queue among the other queues,
so they can finish earlier. The time gap between applying a
power cap and resource allocation adjustment is due to 1) time
needed for the RAPL controller to adapt to the new power
cap, and 2) the time needed for CAB to detect the change of
progress rate caused by the new power cap. Since the CAB
checks the progress rates periodically and adjusts the resource
shares according, CAB might change the resource share of
queues when caps do not change. We repeat the experiment
with different QoR targets and summarize the results in Table
II. We also contrast the performance of CAB against Modified
ApproxHadoop, where it is able to outperform it by up to
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR WORKLOAD SET 3 UNDER DYNAMIC POWER

CAPS (NORMALIZED TO UNCAPPED FINISH TIME).

Desired accuracy
Approach 95% Acc 90% Acc 85% Acc 80% Acc

CAB 1.72 1.42 1.22 1.22
Modified ApproxHadoop 1.72 1.55 1.29 1.29

Capped Finish Time 1.72 1.70 1.65 1.65

8.03%, and reduce the impact of power capping on runtime
(Capped Finish Time) by 26.1%. For 95% accuracy, we see
that all the approaches have the same performance. The reason
is that when the QoR requirement is high, then there is not
much benefit from using approximation techniques since most
tasks (all the tasks in this case) have to be executed anyway.
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